[Mathematical simulation of stem/cement/bone mechanical interactions for Poldi-Cech, CF-30, MS-30 and PFC femoral components].
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY The mid-term longevity of femoral components varies considerably, with some showing failure due to early aseptic loosening. Since the hip joint is subject to heavy mechanical loads, it can be assumed that the mechanical interaction of the implant, bone cement and femur will play a key role in the resultant reliability of an arthroplasty. This study was designed to examine this mechanical interaction in four femoral components different in construction (Poldi-Cech, CF-30, MS-30 and PFC) using mathematical simulation. MATERIAL AND METHODS Four stem/cement/femur 3-D mathematical models, comparable in quality, infolving the Poldi-Cech, CF-30, MS-30 and PFC stems, respectively, were constructed. A 3-D model for each stem was created according to its real, middle-size femoral component. Each 3-D model of the cement mantle corresponded in shape to the mantle of the appropriate real stem, with its thickness based on the recommended values of 4-7 mm in the proximal and 1-3 mm in the distal part, and with the cement mantle reaching as far as 10 mm distal to the femoral stem tip. For simplicitys sake the outer surface of the cement mantle was simulated as smooth. A 3-D model involving the proximal epiphysis and the metaphysis of a femur was reconstructed, based on a series of CT cross-sections obtained periodically at 10.5-mm and 2.5-mm distances. The sten/cement/femur model with the MS-30 stem also included a centraliser. The mechanical interaction of the stem, bone cement and bone tissue was examined by means of mathematical stimulation using ANSYS 5.7 software based on finite element analysis. RESULTS For the sake of simplicity, only two key parameters are presented, namely, contact stress at the stem-cement interface and equivalent deformation in the stem/cement/femur system. The least satisfactory stress loading was in the CF-30 stem whose sharp edges showed the values of contact stress about six-times higher than on the mid-medial portion of the stem, with the sharp edges behaving as stress concentrators. A satisfactory stress loading was found in Poldi-Cech, MS-30 and PFC stems, in which contact stress was evenly distributed along the whole lenght of the stem and the values at the edges and on the midmedial portion did not differ much. DISCUSSION The distribution of contact stress is one of the most important factors for the long-term longevity of implants. It was found least satisfactory in the CF-30 stem whose sharp edges act as stress condenser adversely affecting not only the stemcement interface, but also the resultant stress distribution within the femur. The most satisfactory results of stress distribution were recorded in the Poldi-Cech and MS-30 stems. The PFC stem also responded satisfactorily to the simulated stress loading. However, on loading whose substantial part would be torsion, the stems circular or oval cross-section could interfere with rotation stability of the implant; but this was impossible to detect by the mathematical simulation used in this study. CONCLUSIONS The results presented here show that, in the Poldi-Cech, CF-30, MS-30 and PFC femoral stems, a good agreement was achieved between the results of their clinical application and those of mathematical modelling of their mechanical properties. It can be concluded that mechanical interaction among the femoral stem, cement mantle and bone tissue plays the key role in the long-term longevity of such an implant. Key words: Poldi-Cech, CF-30, MS-30, PFC, mechanical interaction, contact stress.